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Pricing

Questions? 

forge.sales@autodesk.com

For a limited time, explore Forge for 
free with unlimited use of all APIs. 
After November 1, 2016: 

Other subscription options  
After November 1, 2016 students, educators and startups (w/annual revenue under $100k) can request free 
annual Forge subscriptions with the opportunity to purchase additional capacity of individual API use.  
 
Need even more capacity?  
Contact forge.sales@autodesk.com to talk to us about subscriptions for enterprise-scale usage.

API capacity definitions

FREE

Data Management API

Design Automation API

Viewer

Model Derivative API

1
CPU hours/month

Unlimited
views

+

Non-Commercial Use Only

$600*/month or
$4800*/year (Save 33%)

300 = 3,000  
jobs/month 

25 = 250  
CPU hours/month

Unlimited
views

Commercial Use

300 = 3,000  
uploads/month 

25
uploads/month

25
jobs/month

Subscribe to Forge 
Deploy all Forge APIs within monthly limits.  

After April 2017, you can purchase additional capacity 
per API to supplement your subscription. Until then, all 
subscribers will receive 10x standard capacity per API.

Try Forge 
Get free access to all of the Forge APIs.

If you exceed any API's capacity limit, you 
can purchase a Forge subscription.

Data Management API
Upload  = each file uploaded to a persistent bucket (long 
term storage) within this API’s Object Storage Service.
Uploads to temporary or transient buckets (short term 
storage) or API access to files stored in Autodesk SaaS 
applications (e.g., Fusion Team) are not counted against 
monthly capacity limits.

 Model Derivative API
Jobs = a file translation to a different format.
If multiple jobs are submitted in a single API call, each 
job counts against subscription usage limits. This 
includes translations to different formats, preparing 
design files for the Viewer, geometry extraction, 
and metadata retrieval. All other API calls, including 
manifest viewing, metadata retrieval, and derivatives 
downloading are not counted against monthly capacity 
limits.

 

Design Automation API
CPU hours = the time it takes to run each Work Item 
submitted. Recorded in seconds. 

Viewer
Unlimited use of the Viewer in your applications is 
included with your Forge subscription. There is no 
additional charge for viewing files generated with the 
Model Derivative API.

* Prices are shown in US Dollars


